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Preface
According to a UN agreement ratified in 1950, every single
arrangement that deliberately and systematically spoils the vital
conditions of ethnic groups that cause physical and mental trauma,
impedes natural reproduction and living a life to full value, furthermore
that are aimed at partial or complete elimination of ethnic groups
must be regarded as genocide. Every discrimination ordered on ethnical
base is genocide.

A brief retrospection on Hungarian history
Hungary and the Hungarian nation has been the organic part of
Europe and its nations for more than one thousand and hundred years.
Her Europeanism and love of freedom were numerously proved
throughout history. King Saint Stephen established the Hungarian
Kingdom in 1000, which became a crucial political, economic and
cultural power within the Central and Eastern European region. The
Tartar raids in 1241 almost brought destruction to the Hungarian
Kingdom and the Hungarians, but King Béla IV rebuilt it. A couple of
decades later the Hungarian Kingdom becomes not only the region´s
but one of Europe´s leading powers with a flourishing culture and
economy during the reign of Anjou descendants − Louis I, the Great,
Sigismund of Luxemburg and Matthias I Hunyady. Yet, at the end of
the14th century the Ottoman Might appeared at the borders of Hungary
threatening the freedom of entire Europe. The continent´s defence lied
with Hungary. Due to struggle against the Turks, the country
was politically and economically weakened, what is more it lost its
independence and the nation was bleeding on battlefields. The Turks
were expelled from Hungary at the end of the 17th century thanks to
overall European collaboration, however this peace did not bring
freedom but independence wars and colonial conditions, since the
Habsburg oppression settled on the country. After 1711, subsequent
to the independence fight of Rákóczi Ferenc I, Hungary saw a major
settlement wave of Serbs, Germans and Roumanians, whereupon the
composition of ethnic groups in Hungary definitively changed. Hungary
and the Hungarians were also hit by the revolutionary concept of
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freedom sweeping over Europe in 1848. The Habsburg power set the
minorities living in Hungary against the struggle for Hungary´s freedom
led by Kossuth Lajos. Following the suppression of the independence
war, the Austro−Hungarian Compromise in 1867 ensured Hungary
limited independence and gave her an enormous push towards
development. Economic and political success did not go hand in hand
with the solution of burning ethnic issues despite an unprecedented
nationality law passed by the Hungarian Parliament. The nationalities´
ambitions concerning their independence were intensely supported by
the surrounding countries which on the other hand brought about more
determined manners of the Hungarian policy. The nationalities turned
against the Hungarians more and more and this fact was exploited by
the Western powers during World War I who fed them with hopes of
independence in case of victory.

The first station of Hungarian Calvary
Stormy with bloodshed, Hungary´s 20th century history almost
consumed up the nation and as a grave legacy keeps preying on its
mind in the ongoing 21st century. In retrospect from the third millenium
it is discernible that each event of the 20th century is being somehow
genetically encoded by Trianon – the first station of the over eight−
decade long road of the Hungarian Calvary.
The Trianon Peace Treaty, signed on 4 June 1920, did not only
chop up and divide the territory of the thousand−year−old Hungarian
Kingdom among the Serbian−Croatian−Slovenian Kingdom,
Czechoslovakia, the Roumanian Kingdom and Austria but along with
the detached areas it tossed 3,3 million Hungarians into the yoke of
alien, anti−Hungarian powers. Based on the principle of people´s self−
determination, the winning powers gave birth to the Czechoslovak
Republic and regardless the same principle they annexed 63 thousand
square kilometres from the territory of the Hungarian Kingdom to it
together with 1,072,000 Hungarians living on adjacent areas. Despite
realizing the unfairness of the Trianon Peace Treaty, the first
Czechoslovak Republic that existed between 1918 and 1938 failed to
meet her obligations taken upon in international treaties, except for
a couple of gestures well marketable abroad, and made effort to break
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The Wilsonian principles and the right to self−determination of European nations
applied to all but the Hungarians

the Hungarian national community of Slovakia annexed to
Czechoslovakia by refusing citizenship, casting off the Hungarian
intelligence, reorganizing public administration, the language law, by
winding up the educational network, the land reform, setting up colonial
villages on adjacent areas with Hungarian population and by economic
suppression. Despite all hardship the Hungarians got down to self−
organizing supported by the mother country. Hungarian political parties
were established and their representatives, Szüllő Géza, Szent−Iványi
József and Count Esterházy János who suffered martyrdom, acted on
behalf of the Hungarians both at home and abroad. The most important
task of cultural organizations was to nurse the national traditions and
consciousness, the cultural fight for survival. The areas inhabited by
Hungarians and annexed to Czechoslovakia in Trianon were re−annexed
to Hungary on 2 November 1938 in Vienna. 65 thousand people,
a fragment of the Hungarian population in Czechoslovakia, remained
in the Slovak Republic − achieving independence in 1939 − where
their pursuit went on. The twenty−year−long nationality−oppressive
assimilation policy of Czechoslovakia led by Beneš resulted in the
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Esterházy János who alone voted
against the Slovakian Jewish Act
and Szüllő Géza, who represented
the Hungarian interests in the
League of Nations in Geneva and
spoke against the grievances

reduction of the Hungarian population
in Slovakia from the original more
than one million to 700 thousand
people. Changes in the European
power relations, Czechoslovakia´s
foreign isolation, dissatisfaction of the
numerous oppressed nationalities as
well as the Slovak aspirations to
independence led to Czechoslovakia´s
break−up and discontinuity of the
sovereign Czech state on 15 March
1939. On 1 September 1939 Germany
followed by the Soviet Union and
Slovakia, attacked Poland which
denoted the overture of the World
War II.

Key to the signs used:
Hungarian ethnic group
Slovak ethnic group
border of the re−annexed area to Hungary on 2 November 1938 in Vienna
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Preparations for the annihilation
of a national community
While Slovakia was fighting on the German side in the eastern
front line, the Czechoslovak exile filled with hopes
of victory, was planning to re−create the Czechoslovak
state and preparing for a showdown with the
Hungarians of Slovakia. For the Czechoslovak leaders
in exile the Vienna decision of 1938 was the failure
of their assimilation policy aimed at complete
liquidation of nationality groups in the first
Czechoslovak Republic so it induced them to work
out a more effective strategy in order to solve the
Eduard Beneš,
President of
nationality question, namely to create a homogeneous
Czechoslovakia
state − in their interpretation.
The Czechoslovak exile led by Eduard Beneš in London and Klement
Gottwald in Moscow had always adapted their programme to the given
political and war situation. After the Czechoslovak National Board´s
formation in Paris, on 5 April 1940, while planning to deport the
Germans of the Czech Republic, Beneš proclaimed: „As for me I think
we are not going to get back our old borders
entirely, but it is not our interest either to spoil
relations with the Hungarians again.“ When
England acknowledged the Czechoslovak caretaker
government and Beneš´s presidential continuity of
right, in order to gain more confidence from the
West, in his first speech dated 24 July 1941 he
offered peace to the nationalities laying emphasis
on democratic principles. It was characteristic of
his perfidy to openly declare, after Great Britain
Klement Gottwald,
had approved of their plan to deport the Germans
Secretary General
of the Czechoslovak of the Czech Republic, that he took a similar point
Communist Party
of view concerning the Hungarian minority. Beneš
was lobbying immensely to achieve that the Soviet Union and the
United States approved of the deportation of Hungarians alongside
with the Germans of the Sudetes. His notion found full support at the
the Czechoslovak Communist Party leadership. In Moscow in 1943,
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Klement Gottwald, Secretary General to the
Czechoslovak Communist Party proposed the
possibility of population exchange and stressed, that
by the end of the post−war political cleansing
activities „the Czechoslovak Republic must become
a Slav national state.“ Actually in 1944 he was
already talking about the necessity of open violence
towards the Hungarian minority. At the beginning
of 1945, when there was no doubt whatsoever about
Gustáv Husák
the triumph of the allied forces, Gustáv Husák
proclaimed the following: „The Slovak peasants and labourers, who
were pushed out of the rich southern areas and
cast off to mountain holes, must receive this ancient
Slovak territory to live an appropriate life.“This
communist−style history falsification missing any
veracity and historical fundament served as one of
the motives for expelling the Hungarians from their
thousand−year−old motherland. The Czech and
Slovak politicians harmonized their concepts on
establishing the new Czechoslovak state in Moscow
Vladimír Clementis,
in March 1945.
Foreign Assistant
After World War II the winning powers „closed Secretary: /1945/
their eyes“ over the fascist past of Slovakia and ”...the final solution
thus, becoming the part of Czechoslovakia the can be arranged on
our own...”
country could appear among the winners at the
Paris peace talks, accusing the Hungarians of Slovakia with collective
war guilt. The Czechoslovak delegation in Paris was powerfully helped
by Visinskij, the ill−famed public prosecutor of the Stalinist made−up
charges and their consequent legal proceedings. With his expertise he
assisted the Czechoslovak measures aimed at the liquidation of the
Hungarian minority, as „the Soviet government has vast experience
...in solving national minority problems.“
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The Košice (Kassa) Government Programme
The general staff of the Czechoslovak exile headed by Fierlinger
established the new government and took over power in Košice (Kassa),
already occupied by the Soviet troops. The Košice Government
Programme was proclaimed on 5 April 1945 and besides the state
reconstruction plans
the liquidation of the
Hungarians of Slova−
kia „ got their official
form“ too. Applying
the principle of collec−
tive responsibility, the
Hungarians
were
proclaimed war crimi−
nals and accused of
destroying Czecho−
slovakia in addition to
the Germans. But as
Fábry puts it: „Besides
the Germans it was the
Slovaks who sinned
against Czechoslova−
kia. Thus if there is
anyone to be deported
from Czechoslovakia,
it is the Slovaks.“
The elaboration of
the policy package was
assisted by all „demo−
cratic“ parties. The The building where the Košice (Kassa) Government
Programme was proclaimed
Hungarian question is
mainly dealt with in Chapters VIII; XI and XV out of the 16 chapters
of the programme. Chapter VIII deprived the Hungarian and German
inhabitants of their citizenship. Chapter XI declared the confiscation
of Hungarian landed property while chapter XV ordered to close
nationality schools. Measures aimed at the complete winding up of
9
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the Hungarians of Slovakia concerned: putting the assets of Hungarian
inhabitants under state supervision, laying off Hungarian civil servants,
stopping pension, banning religious service in Hungarian, driving out
Hungarian clergy, expelling Hungarian students from universities,
dissolution of Hungarian cultural, social organizations and parties,
confiscation of their property, a Hungarian could be evicted from his

On 5 April 1945 the Košice (Kassa) Government Programme is
proclaimed by Fierlinger, Gottwald and Clementis

house without compensation, sequestration of Hungarian shops and
workshops, blocking Hungarian bank deposits, prohibiting the usage
of Hungarian in public offices, forbidding Hungarian newspaper and
book publication, possession of a radio, a Hungarian could not enter
a civil lawsuit and could not be an indicter, Hungarians could be
made for communal work anytime, anywhere and for unlimited time
“for state reasons“.
If the anti−Hungarian deprivation measures are to be compared
with the Slovak government´s so−called Jewish codex of 1941, we can
see that only two orders are missing from the Košice Government
Programme: prohibition of travelling by train and wearing a kind of
distinctive mark for Hungarians.
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„My life is being framed by forbidding decrees. One prohibits me
from staying in the street after eight o´clock, the second considers it
provocation if I greet acquaintances in my mother tongue or I accept
their greetings so and threatens me with encampment. Student patrols
inspecting in town are smacking in the face and carrying people having

Eduard Beneš signs the Košice (Kassa) Government Programme

lost their self−control to the police. My language, that used to be one
of the most beautiful musical instruments of human voice, has become
an object of contravention. Newspapers are not to be published in the
sinner´s language, I am not allowed to listen to the radio. I am walking
with my head bent down and numb and if possible I do not go among
people. Blind, deaf and still getto life is this anyway: a life of deprived
people burdened by disgrace and fear.
And the reason? A sole fact, the charge of charges: my being
Hungarian. I am Hungarian , so I am a sinner...A summary that
simplifies nations to devils and angels. There are fascist states and
there are fascist people. Germans are fascists, Roumanians are
antifascists. A Hungarian has a sin of fascism, and the virtues of
antifascism are for instance represented by the Slovaks. Exceptions
are not to be endured and counted whatsoever. Ten justs cannot be
acquittal for a hundred criminals, but at the same time ninety criminals
are sponging on the virtue of ten justs.“ – writes Fábry Zoltán.
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Deportations − “Craddle on faggots”
On 5 May 1945 Slovak soldiers broke into the flats of Hungarians in
Bratislava (Pozsony) and deported them to Petržalka (Ligetfalu) in
groups of 50−100 people.
In the confidential report of a Slovak doctor, Dr Gustáv Niepel, the
following can be read: „The deported in Petržalka (Ligetfalu) were
not even provided with the prime necessities, they were scantily dressed,
weakly catered, that was mainly visible on little children, who were
sentenced to death from starvation.“ Similar internment camps opera−
ted in Dunajská Streda
(Dunaszerdahely), Sereď
(Szered), Komárno (Ko−
márom), Šahy (Ipolyság),
Prešov (Eperjes), Štúrovo
(Párkány), Nové Zámky
(Érsekújvár), Kežmarok
(Késmárk), Svätý Jur
(Szentgyörgy), Vranov
(Varannó), Štubňa (Stub−
nya) and Vyhne (Vihnye− The Bartos family from Horné Saliby (Felsőszeli)
is waiting to be deported
peszerény), where thou−
sands of Hungarians were kept under inhuman conditions reminding
the atmosphere of Jewish concentration camps. Impassioned with the
possibility of revenge and whipped up by
emotions, the Slovaks beat up people in
the open street in broad daylight just
because they were speaking Hungarian or
they were known to be Hungarians. The
Hungarian historical monuments,
memorials were treated relentlessly, the
Slovaks hated everything that was
Hungarian. In 1948 Okáli, Home Affairs
Commissioner orders to convert all the
Hungarian and German sounding village
names to Slavonic sounding ones. Once
Farewell to the neighbours
the Košice Government Programme was
12
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declared, adequately to its spirit inhuman and eliminatory orders came
to light, aimed at the annihilation of Hungarians. Beneš´s order No.5/
1945 of 19 May 1945 placed the workshops and assets of Hungarian
and German tradesmen in
charge of national curatorship
– in short it excluded the non−
Slavonic population from
economic life.
In accordance with the
Košice Government Program−
me the confiscation of Hun−
garian and German lands was
enacted by presidential decree
No. 12/1945 which ordered
The luckier ones got 40 minutes for loading
that „…in order to execute
land reform, the landed property owned by Hungarians or Germans
or by the republic´s enemies and traitors, must be confiscated with no
delay and without any compensation − regardless citizenship…” By
June 1948 148 000 hectares of land was confiscated from the Hungarians
in the Slovakian „colonization zone”. From the very beginning, besides
diluting areas inhabited mainly by Hungarians, serious economic
interests pulled the strings of anti−Hungarian reprisals. The goal of
German and Hungarian landed property confiscations was their allotment
to Slovak and Czech hands.
After dismissing civil
servants and teachers Beneš
also removed the unreliable
Hungarians from private
employment in accordance
with the Slovak National
Council´s 69/1945 order.
Every „traitor´s“ labour
relation ceased to the effect of
the 83/1946 law.
In contrast with the Cze−
choslovak expectations the
The living go, only the dead stay
Potsdam Conference of 17
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A train crowded with deported Hungarians in December 1945 on their
way to the Czech Republic

July 1945 approved of the Germans´ deportation only, owing to the
veto of the United States. Gyöngyösi János, Hungarian Minister of
Foreign Affairs signalled that the Hungarian government was only
ready to receive the Hungarians of Slovakia with a territory. This was
unacceptable for the Czechoslovak government since it did not intend
to return its territorial „winnings“ to Hungary, so by using methods
that humiliated civilization and Europeanism it tried to achieve that
the Hungarians left their ancient residence in as high numbers as
possible, and the Hungarian government was forced to sign the
population exchange
agreement. It was
presidential decree
No.33/1945 that depri−
ved the Hungarians of
Slovakia of their Cze−
choslovak citizenship in
consequence of which
they were not entitled
to health care, could not
get a pension and were
cut off from any kind
of social benefits either.
Czech farmers are examining and selecting
In accordance with the
free workpower at the Czech railway stations
14
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Key to the signs used:
○

○

.....

− Territory of Czechoslovakia
inhabited mainly by
Hungarians
− Some of the deportations´
destinations
− District borders
− District towns

46/1945 presidential decree they „ cleaned“ the Slovak executive,
namely every Hungarian working in this branch was dismissed.
Referring to presidential decree No.88/1945 about communal work,
Hungarian men of 16 to 55 and women between the age of 18 to 45
could be made to work communally − so be forced to work. In
accordance with the Interior Commissioner´s Office resolution of 18
October 1945 the Hungarians´ forced labour in the Czech Republic
was harmonized with the colonization plans of Slovakian districts

Hungarian women deported from Tvrdošovce (Tardoskedd)
in the Tachov brick−works in summer 1948
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with Hungarian majority,
where Slovaks were suppos−
sed to arrive. According to
the Head of the Slovak
Settlement Bureau the
deportation of Hungarians
had to go on until the
Hungarian issue was
eventually solved. On 4
November 1946 the bureau´s
presidency published an
order enabling the deporta−
tion of all Hungarian
inhabitants, and modelled by
the Jewish laws it was
determined who could be
regarded a Hungarian.
To collect the designated
Deported people from Imeľ (Imely) in Dvur
deported and arrange their
Králové nad Labem in summer 1947
transport the police was
helped by the army. 120−150 soldiers were commanded to the smaller
villages whereas between 200−300 to the bigger ones. Almost 50
thousand Hungarians were deported from the 393 villages of the
Komárno (Komárom), Dunajská Streda (Dunaszerdahely), Hurbanovo

Deported Hungarians from Imeľ (Imely)
to Jihlava, November 1945
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(Ógyalla), Galanta (Galánta) and
Šamorín (Somorja) districts to
the • atec, Mladá Boleslav,
Plzeň, Kladno districts in the
Czech Republic under cruel
conditions in cattle−trucks. On
their arrival at the indicated spot,
the deported often had to wait
days or weeks without the most
vital sanitary possibilities until The Silló family in their poor home in
„got marketed“. During their Roztoky u Prahy in 1947 where they were
deported from Gbelce (Köbölkút)
transport a lot of children, old
and ill people froze to death in the unheated trucks due to temperatures
below minus 15−20. According to the register of 29 January 1949
there were 5426 children under 6. Frequently, the deported were also
obliged to leave their movable property beyond their real estates.
Those who resisted were bound and thrown to trucks. The deported
left behind more than 6600 houses, around 3900 hectares of arable
land, and almost all
their movable property
that was later taken up
by Slovaks. Slovaks or
other Slav nationalities
received the posses−
sions of the deported
as nobody expected
them
to
return.
Decrees No. 27/1945
and 28/1945 gave
orders about the
Slovaks moved into the houses
and farmsteads left behind by the deported
internal settlement of
Slovaks into the areas inhabited by Hungarians just as well as the
Slovak colonization of Hungarian farmsteads. The Slovak settlers could
freely choose to which Hungarian farmer´s house and property they
would move in. By the end of 1946 the number of Slovak colonists
having moved into the settlement zone of South Slovakia exceeded 20
thousand. The spring of 1947 saw the deported Hungarians´ escape
17
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Mentally and physically tormented groups of Hungarians at Dunacsúny cast off
their motherland and accused of war crimes

home from the Czech Republic in constantly increasing waves. Changes
in the political situation brought some relief later and the Hungarians´
return had an organized and authorized form, however only 55% of
those who came home could move back to their houses as the
Czechoslovak government wanted to keep the Slovak colonists at their
places.
As a continuation of the deportations into the Czech Republic, the
Czechoslovak power´s so−called „South action“ intended to move the
remnant Hungarian families to the places of the Germans in the Sudetes.
The event was coordinated by Daniel Okáli, Home Affairs
Commissioner. It struck those who could not get back their
Czechoslovak citizenship for state security reasons. These people lost
all their property in compliance with the Foreign Police Act No. 52/
1949 and the Housing Economy Act No. 138/1948. The „South action“
was suppossed to deport more than 2000 Hungarian families.
As an aftereffect of all this harassment 40 thousand Hungarians fled to
Hungary, risking their lives. The runaways were hunted by the Czechoslovak
police and army. Many of them found their death in the icy Danube.
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Torrent of refugees
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No exception,
no mercy
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Painful present,
future with no prospect
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If we consider that the objective of deportations was to ethnically dilute the
areas of Slovakia predominantly inhabited by Hungarians with colonialized
Slovaks and that the deported Hungarians stay in the Czech Republic, we can
say, that although the deportations were merciless measures, they did not bring
the anticipated result.

Re−slovakization
Along with the deportations the so−called re−slovakization started −
the next machination to reduce the number of Hungarians in Slovakia.
Its basic idea was that the Hungarians of Slovakia were in fact
Magyarized Slovaks and this way they would get the chance to „return
to their original nation.“
This vile thought born of monstrous heads was operating with
almost unconcealed methods of violence and blackmailing. Clear
evidence of vicious methods can be found in the speech of Anton
Granatier, Resettlement Bureau Officer: „We want to be the national
state of Slovaks and Czechs, and we will be. This monumental
programme includes re−slovakization, already under way in whole
Slovakia! Within the scope of this action everyone who feels to be
Slovak by origin will have the chance to declare it freely whether they
want to become Slovaks with all its consequences or want to share the
fate of those without citizenship.“
The Central Re−slovakization Board was set up in Bratislava
(Pozsony) on 21 June 1946. The order encountered strong opposition.
Leaflets refusing re−slovakization were distributed in the Hungarian
habitations of numerous districts. In spite of this, nearly 400 thousand
Hungarians of Slovakia fell victim to re−slovakization, which seemed
to be the only way how to escape involuntary motherland abandonment,
deportations, calumniations and humiliations.
Supported by the Slovak political leadership, the Central Re−
slovakization Board led by Dr Šebestík elaborated the Czech and
Moravian displacement plan of the re−slovakized, which was refused
by the Czech politicians and the Ministry of the Interior.
In their point of view those Hungarians, who predominantly re−
slovakized under pressure thus “unreliable”, lacked the knowledge of
the Czech language and remained Hungarians emotionally, would only
increase nationality and political problems.
22
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Hopeless protest
Events in Czechoslovakia seriously shocked
the Hungarian public opinion, the government
circles and the press of some Western countries.
In November 1945 the Hungarian government
asked the allied great powers to deal with the
dreadful annoyance of Hungarians in Czecho−
slovakia. The contents of the one hundred and
eighty−four protest sheets handed over to the
Allied Control Commission between April 1945
and July 1946 were all denied. In order to
Nagy Ferenc,
represent the Hungarian peace objectives and
Hungarian
Prime Minister
national interests at
the peace talks successfully, the Hungarian
cabinet delegation headed by Nagy Ferenc
was negotiating in Moscow in April 1946
and in the United States and England in June
of the same year to secure fair conclusion
of peace. However, their ideas to protect
the Hungarians in the neighbouring states,
Gyöngyösi János, Hungarian to regrant their rights and guarantee them
Minister of Foreign Affairs internationally, to prevent the deportation and
persecution of the Hungarians in Slovakia and to re−annex the part of
Transylvania were not supported by the winning powers. Gyöngyösi
János, Hungarian Minister of
Foreign Affairs urged the
Western powers by numerous
sheets to bring the areas of
Slovakia inhabited by Hunga−
rians under international
supervision and to set up an
international board to solve the
issue of Hungarian minority
The persecuted and runaways to Hungary tell
in Czechoslovakia. The about their sufferings and the Czechoslovak
proposal was denied. In his authorities´ inhuman measures to journalists
from Western Europe
speech at the Paris Peace
23
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Conference on 14 August 1946, Gyöngyösi submitted the peacemakers
all the grievances and brutal assaults committed against the Hungarians
and achieved that the United States and England rejected the Hungarians´
deportation plan. This memorandum did
not influence the Czechoslovak events
because the case was decided a lot before,
specifically that Central and Eastern
Europe and their people´s freedom was
sacrificed by the Western states to the
communist dictatorship of Stalin´s Soviet
Union. Stalin got full powers over Central
and Eastern Europe. And as far as Stalin´s
point of view is concerned, it can shortly
be described: Hungary and the Hungarians
are a free and easy prey. In many
Hungarian Primate
Hungarian towns of Slovakia and in
Mindszenty József
Komárno (Komárom) as well, there were
massive protests against the instructions that led to the closure of
Hungarian schools. To document the suffered wounds of the Hungarian
minority and inform the
foreign countries, a couple
of young Hungarian priests
and university students
started a movement called
Hungarian Democratic
People´s Association in
Czechoslovakia.
They
published The Gyepü
Hangja and The Észak
Szava journals illegally.
In
Hungary
they
informed first of all the The persecuted and runaways to Hungary tell
about their sufferings and the Czechoslovak
Primate of Esztergom authorities´
inhuman measures to journalists
Mindszenty József. In
from Western Europe
autumn 1945 he asked the
Czechoslovak Episcopal Council to take action against the inhumanity.
The Primate turned to the Czechoslovak authorities in an official letter
24
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Protest meeting in Békéscsaba, Hungary in summer 1946, where
Hungarians and Slovaks together are protesting against the dreadful
grievances of Hungarians and against violent settlements

in November 1946 to grant him a visit of the deported in the Czech
Republic. The permit was denied by the Prague government. Endless
persecutions made him turn for help to George VI, British Monarch
and President Truman in February 1947 – with no effect. On behalf of
all Slovak bishops it was Bishop Jantausch who protested against the
cruelties of forced labour in a memorandum sent to President Beneš
and Ján Masaryk, Minister of Foreign Affairs in February 1947 –
unsuccessfully again.
The protesting actions of the Hungarian community in Slovakia,
their harsh reprisals and the Czechoslovak reactions given to the
objections of the Hungarian government made it clear that the Czech
government was only willing to stop deportations if Hungary signed
the population exchange agreement.

Displacements
As the great powers did not prevent the deportations, Gyöngyösi
János, Minister of Foreign Affairs was forced to sign the Hungarian−
Czechoslovak Population Exchange Agreement on behalf of the
Hungarian government on 27 February 1946 in Budapest. This pact
was not a contract of two equal parties which is mainly indicated by
the fact that while the resettlement of Slovaks of Hungary to Czecho−
slovakia was voluntary, the list of resettlers from Czechoslovakia to
25
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Hungary was compiled
arbitrarily by the Cze−
choslovak authorities.
The Hungarian govern−
ment, supervised by
the Soviet−led Allied
Control Commission,
signed the population
exchange agreement to
obstruct or limit the
Czechoslovak side.
According to the
Last memory of the motherland
agreement, the Cze−
choslovak authorities had the right to remove the same number of
Hungarians, as was the number of Slovaks inhabiting Hungary who
would have volunteered resettlement to Czechoslovakia.
The Czechoslovak authorities knew well that the principle of parity
did not serve their targets, since 100 thousand Slovaks living in
Hungary could not have been exchanged for 700 thousand Hungarians
in Slovakia if they were to observe this principle, so on top of that
they would have unilaterally liked to expel the „war criminals“ from
the country. Owing to the Slovak people´s tribunal „ superhuman“
efforts, the number of Hungarians sentenced as war criminals reached
75 thousand by the end of 1946 whereas it was 184 in mid−May of
the same year−so the
objective was met.
The Czechoslovak
government handed
over the list of 106 398
people assigned for
resettlement on 26
August 1946 to which
they would have
attached the register of
„small“ and „big“ war
criminals. The final goal Movable property of the resettled was transported to
the railway station by lorries
of population exchange
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was evident for Gyöngyösi too who
stated: „The Czechoslovaks do not
hide that through population
exchange they want to resettle
homogeneous blocks along the
Hungarian border, a certain ethnic
borderline here...“ Bilateral talks got
their „definitive“ form in the
Piešťany (Pőstyén) Protocol. The
„agreement“ gave orders even about
the social differentiation of the
deported, saying 67.6% were
farmers, 14.5% craftsmen, 3.4%
merchants, 3.9% intellectuals and
10.6% else. But they could not agree
upon the question of war criminals.
Displacements started in April
1947 but with low enthusiasm of
the Slovaks in Hungary. The
Czechoslovak side sent a
committee to Hungary to stimulate
„homecoming“ mood. In order to
raise interest in resettlement,
besides asserting Slovak national
consciousness the Czechoslovak
Resettlement Committee referred
to Hungary´s grave post−war
economic situation, violently and
Kontár János, Perleczki Béla,
using intimidation advanced the
Szabados Vilmos, Vértesi Rudolf,
following arguments: „every Nagy Béla and Kukorica Lajos and their
Slovak, want or not, will be taken. families from Horné Saliby (Felsőszeli)
before displacement
Who has not applied, can come
with luggage weighing 30 kg only or will be settled to Siberia by the
Russians along with the Hungarians.“
The offences the Slovak nationality citizens of Hungary were given
by the Czechoslovak Resettlement Comittee functioning in Hungary
and the disquieting rumours were met in a declaration by the government
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of Nagy Ferenc, where the following can
be read: „It has always been the standpoint
of the Hungarian government that anyone
intending to leave the country can freely do
so. Yet anyone wanting to stay in Hungary
will have a share in complete and sufficient
legal defence. The leading thought of the
Hungarian governmental policy is that a
decision about moving out should never be
made under pressure but on voluntary basis
and those who move must not sustain
a property loss. If resettlement, then only
within this framework. Neither at present,
Last farewell to the ones
nor later will a Hungarian citizen be made
stayed at home
to leave the country or in case of resettlement
be deprived of their assets.On the territory of Hungary every Hungarian
citizen is under protection of our laws and will be so in the future.“
This is what the Hungarian government declares, (though under pressure
of the Soviet occupying power imposes deportation on the Germans of
Hungary) while the other party ruthlessly keeps pursuing the Hungarians
of Czechoslovakia with no citizenship, in time when they cannot expect
a similar humane standpoint.
On 14 July 1946 the Czechoslovak party handed over the list of
92 390 Slovak people who had applied for resettlement to Nagy Ferenc´s
government. The opposi−
tion of Slovaks in Hungary,
mainly of the well−off ones
and the protest actions
against insistent removal
made the Czechoslovak
Resettlement Committee –
having failed its recruit−
ment − register the names
of thirty thousand dead
and prisoners of war on the
Reception of the resettled Slovaks from Mező−
list of Slovaks moving berény,
Hungary in Kolárovo (Gúta) 4 June 1947
from Hungary to Czecho−
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In the new home

The transport has arrived

The new family nest

Enrolment to the new school
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slovakia, because the Czechoslovak authorities wanted to deport as
many Hungarians as possible from Slovakia. Compared to the Slovaks
of Hungary who prevailingly belonged to the poor peasant layer, the
deported Hungarians of Slovakia were mainly rich peasants.
Land of 160 thousand acres and 15 700 dwellings were left behind by
the 89 663 Hungarians of Slovakia while it was land of 15 thousand
acres and 4 400 houses what the 71 787 Slovak resettlers left in Hungary.
In summer 1948 the Slovak communist leadership passed a resolution
concerning the deportation of the „ statistics−based“ 190 thousand
Hungarians left in Slovakia saying it had to be finished by all means
and all the more, as in their opinion there were still 430 thousand
Slovaks in Hungary „expecting to move back to their ancient
motherland“. Following the Prague communist taking over of power,
deportations were stopped in autumn 1948. The reason for doing so
among others was the fact that the 60 thousand Slovaks having remained
in Hungary were not willing to leave their homeland.
In spite of the Hungarian government´s continuous protests it was
not possible to make the Czechoslovak party keep the principle of

Hungarians asking for help in front of the Commissioner´s Office building in
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parity. In order to remedy grievances of permanent
character and control deportations Pócsik Lajos
was named resettlement commissioner in Bratislava
(Pozsony) and Wagner Ferenc was delegated to
provide protection of common interests.
When population exchange ended both parties
claimed for the left property of resettlers which
they mutually renounced in the agreement of
Štrbské Pleso (Csorba−tó) on 25 July 1949.
The 1945 − 1948 Hungarian calvary´s balance
is the following: 40 thousand people fled to Dr. Wagner Ferenc,
Hungary, 50 thousand were deported to the Czech saviour of countless
Hungarian families
Republic, besides the 89 thousand deported upon
agreement, 75 thousand „war criminals“ were deported to Hungary
upon the unilateral decision of Czechoslovak authorities. 400 thousand
Hungarians in Slovakia re−slovakized and more than 100 thousand
Slovaks were settled into the areas inhabited mainly by Hungarians.
Subsequent to the communist taking over of power in Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, the naive public was kept under the false magic spell
of communist internationalism claiming it „solved“ the nationality issue,
but next to this illusory nationality right safeguarding, efforts to
assimilate the Hungarian minority persisted.

....and the calvary goes on
The self−respect of Hungarians in Czechoslovakia has immensely
been devastated by communist despotism and internationalism. There
could not exist any Hungarian political power during the four−decade
− long communist era. In 1949 a cultural organization of Hungarians
in Czechoslovakia, the Csemadok was set up to represent interests,
naturally within the possible scopes of communism. The only means
of hope for survival was nursing the Hungarian culture and language,
but to commemorate national feasts or to play the Hungarian anthem
was forbidden and strictly punished.
The Csemadok raised a protest against the anti−Hungarian aspects
of the 1960´s administrative reform and thanks to this organization
a reference to the nationalities´ self−government appeared in the
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Nationality Act of 1968. The possibility for the nationalities´ self−
government awoke violent emotions in Slovak nationalist circles, in
Matica slovenská and in the Slovak circles settled among the Hungarians.
Gustáv Husák simply eliminated the act´s paragraphs regarding this
matter. During the Czechoslovak communist regime and especially
from 1960 onwards nationalism was perceptible more and more, due
to which an administrative reform was carried out with a negative
effect on the Hungarian nationality, the usage of Hungarian was limited
by language laws and the development of the Hungarian school network
was obstructed.
On 17 November 1989 we thought that the anti−Hungarian attacks,
strife for survival and the painful calvary of the nation´s decline came
to a standstill. We thought that the rising sun brought the freedom of
European people to us as well. We were among the first to arrange
our political representation of interests and to proclaim our democratic
political programmes, declaring peaceful coexistence and equality of
nations. But history brought else. As if it repeated itself. Czechoslovakia
was broken again by the Slovak independence aspirations. The coalition
of the Vladimír Mečiar −led Movement for a Democratic Slovakia and
the Slovak National Party raged up to 1998, later the „democratic“
Slovak parties via execution of their new anti−Hungarian administrative
reforms decreased the proportion of Hungarians on district and regional
levels, so that the right to use our language – set to a 20% level and
resulting from a discriminative language law anyway − could be applied
in as few districts and regions populated also by Hungarians as possible.
The foundation of a Hungarian language teaching university was rigidly
refused and we witnessed some other anti−Hungarian measures, like
the idea of alternative education or the replacement of Hungarian
headmasters. The Slovak parties create mass hysterics by making people
believe that Slovakia´s territorial unity is being endangered by our
autonomy ambitions, ideas for the unified Hungarian nation, the status
law and dual citizenship. Neither the regime change nor joining to the
Union has put an end to the 85−year−long Hungarian calvary that had
started in Trianon as even today we have to look steadily in the eyes
of two Slovak parties disreputable for their anti−Hungarianism, the
Slovak National Party and the Movement for a Democratic Slovakia.
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It is sad and tragic that the dominant majority of the Slovak political
leadership and society are not willing to face history even after 60
years, and admit that in times of peace they had pursued such an anti−
minority political line, which ashamed wartime harassments, and they
are reluctant as well to wind−up those orders of the Beneš−decrees that
are still a drawback to the Hungarians of Slovakia. It is painful that
they categorically turn a deaf ear to reconciliation – material and moral
compensation of those who were calumniated, deprived of their rights,
deprived of their property, displaced and deported from their motherland
by force − for their nationality. Similarly failed to come about the
rehabilitation of Count Esterházy János sentenced as a war criminal
for his being Hungarian and suffered martyrdom, who as a representative
of Hungarians had stayed in the wartime Slovak state and had a single
vote against the deportation of the Jewish population of Slovakia. Up
to now his family has not even been enabled to rebury him decently
– perhaps because his personal drama of fate embodies the calumniation
of Hungarians in Slovakia after World War II.
On the road behind we lost 500 thousand Hungarian brothers and
sisters in Slovakia. Half a million of us are searching the distant future,
whether we shall continue on our calvary commenced in Trianon or
manage to turn off the path of decline, since historical experience and
examples in Europe show that our safe existence and future can only
be guaranteed by self−governing.

Epilogue
In compliance with the 1950 UN resolution defining genocide, the
Slovak government has already officially compensated those citizens,
who sustained injury in the period between 1939 and 1990, however
the Hungarian victims of the 1945−1948 assaults have not yet been
compensated in spite of the fact that the Union prohibits every kind of
discrimination.
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The balance of deportations, displacements
and of the Czechoslovak assimilation policy

1910

1930

1991

Key to the signs used:
The rate of Hungarians in percents
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Period documents
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Resolution on dismissing Hungarian and German
civil servants issued by the Slovak National Council
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Announcement issued in accordance with order No.33/1945 of the Slovak National
Council, which calls upon the Slovak public to seek for hiding fascist occupants,
collaborants and traitors and to report them at the nearest National Committee.
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Balkó Péter was one of
the 75 thousand Hun−
garians who were sen−
tenced for „alleged war
crimes”, defrauded,
deported and removed

The Confiscation Committee in Zlaté Moravce (Aranyosmarót) declared
Balkó Péter a traitor and enemy of the Czechoslovak nation and state (as he was
reluctant to account himself for a Slovak) and was sentenced to complete forfeiture.
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The list of Hungarians sentenced as war criminals between
August 1945 and July 1946 by the District People´s Court in Komárno (Komárom)
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The list of people who were declared politically unreliable
– particularly interesting is the 9−year−old schoolgirl with serial number 43
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Announcement of Beneš´s decree No.88/1945 on general obligation to work
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A command in Hungarian concerning
the execution of forced labour in the Czech Republic
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List of things that the people ordered
to communal work − the deported could take with them
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An official document about the deported person´s duties at his „Czech master”
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Police enrolment card for the deported Hungarians to the Czech Republic

Temporary identification card of Buday Béla who was deported to the Czech Republic
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The National Committee in Kroměříž, Czech Republic
sentences the deported Karkó Zoltán to 200 crowns or 2− days´
imprisonment for leaving his assigned place arbitrarily – so for escape
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Notice of the Prague Embassy that Szovics Ignác and his family
were acquitted of labour service by the Czechoslovak authorities due
to their intention to resettle to Hungary
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An official circular calling attention to the fact that more and more
deported Hungarians to the Czech Republic are fleeing home and driving out the
Slovaks who had moved into their houses in the meantime
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The request of 118 deported who returned
from the Czech Republic to restore their movable and landed property
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The Slovak Resettlement Bureau´s report about
the re−slovakized, the deported and their estates left behind
in the villages of Čičov (Csicsó) and Trávnik (Füss)

A leaflet encouraging the Slovaks of Hungary to resettle
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Confirmation of the national, state and democratic reliability of Polonyi Leóna
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Confirmation of Ladics Rudolf´s Czechoslovak citizenship
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Confirmation of Peregrin István´s Slovak nationality
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Final decision No.26 concerning the issue of movable property transport
made by the Hungarian−Czechoslovak Joint Commission for population exchange
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Notice about displacement in Hungarian
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Notice about displacement in Slovak
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The so−called „White Paper”which granted Hungarian consular
legal protection to the removed−to−be person in accordance with the
7th resolution of the Hungarian−Czechoslovak Joint Commission
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Transport No.2−3−15 – List of resettlers from Czechoslovakia to Hungary
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Timetable of transport No.30/1 (16 October 1948 – 2 November)

Itinerary
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Information notice and preliminary register sheet for the displaced
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Information concerning the issue of cash
exchange of resettlers from Czechoslovakia to Hungary
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Instructions about the transport and loading of a resettler´s movable property
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Personal card of a resettler from Czechoslovakia to Hungary
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Certificate concerning the negotiation of Papp Sándor
and Vincze Mihály´s resettlement application who had been removed
from Búč (Búcs), Slovakia to Mosonszolnok, Hungary
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